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Summary. The reliability and durability of machinery, instruments 
end mechanical systems depend in many cases on both the original 
concept at the beginning of development and the perceptible needs, 
which change continually during operational use. These two aspects, 
reliability end durability, are all too often considered only in 
terms of constructive measures being taken, when single elements of 
the machinery or instruments are being designed. Rather, a basic 
concept must be chosen at the beginning of development, the physi
cal end technical principles of which provide for a low level of 
wear and a favourable spectrum of stress. Otherwise the resulting 
defects csnnot be eliminated by constructive measures in the later 
stages of development. If the perceptible needs of machinery, 
instruments and mechanical systems change as a result of such in
fluences as the necessity of interworking with other mechanical 
components in a close system, the level of reliability and durabi
lity . decreases. This is due to poor choise of physical and techni
cal principles in the basic concept. The constant constructive ad
justment of machinery and instruments to the changing perceptible 
needs, exhausts the potential for constructive development of the 
original concept. The transition to a new technology is then neces
sary. In respect of the technologies currently applied in coel mi
ning this point of transition has been reached. New technologies 
can now be developed, whose basic concepts have more favourable 
working principles. The result could be a higher level of reliabi
lity end durability. Examples - the elements "chain" and "drive" as 
system components at the "armoured face conveyor" in the Longwall 
face system - are Included to illustrate these considerations.

1. INTRODUCTION

By t.oans of specially chosen examples from the area of Longwall face,
I would attempt to demónstrate several basic interrelations which are 
unfortunately not ascribed their due importance when assessing the relia-
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blllty and durability of machinery, instruments and whole systems. Two 
examples, which will be presented in precise detail, are the mechanical 
system elements "chain" and "drive head”. These are applied in diverse 
ways in all of our Longwall conveyors and plough systems.

I would draw your attention to interrelations concerning the reliabi
lity end durability of machinery, instruments and mechanical systems.
They are subject to both the original concept at the beginning of deve
lopment, and the perceptible needs, which change continually during ope
rational use (fig. 1). The constant demand for a high lavel of reliabi
lity and durability contributes to the perceptible needs, i.e. the sun of 
all requirements to which Machinery or a mechanical system is subject at 
any given time. Unfortunately, these two aspects, reliability and durabi
lity, which are eapecially important for successful operation, are all 
too often chiefly considered, or rather, exclusively considered, in terns 
of constructive measures being taken, when single elements of the machi
nery or instruments are being designed.Decisions for physical and taohnl- 
cal principles are made at the beginning of development, during the esta
blishment of the basic concept. These principles, by reason of their es
sential working concept, frequently result in a high level of wear and an 
unfavourable ' spectrum of stress. They thus provide for only limited re
liability and durability, even in their original conception. These basic 
defects oannot be completely elemlnated by effeotiwe and constructive 
design in the later stages of development. They can at bast be moderated. 
Furthermore, the overall perceptible needs to which a machine, instruw 
sent or system is subject, change continually during development. These 
changes result from suoh Influences as the necessity for interworking 
with other mechanical components in a closed system} the demand for in
creased efficiency) changes in working conditions and fields of appli
cation) the necessity for an intensified environmental protection prograa, 
These changes all first ocour during development.

A first conclusion can already be drawn from the aformentioned inter
relations! the neeessity for realisation of a high level of reliability 
and durability must be taken into account at each single stage of deve
lopment. Thies applies as much to the initial stage of establishing the 
basic concept, as to the later stages of constructive design and farther 
development. Neglect in the initial stages cannot be compensated for bp 
constructive measures and improvements during the later period of imple
mentation of a particular technology. This means that basic limitations 
to reliability and durability exist over a period of possibly 29 to 30 
years or more. In order to moderete the damaging effects of these limlte- 
tlons, considerable cad constant additional technical effort is necessary.

The chain conveyor, which was not originally designed for fully mecha
nised Longwall face, is an especially good oxamplo for discussion of the
se interrelations. It is based on a working principle of gliding friction
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between the chain assembly end the transported material, on the one hand, 
and the conveyor pan on the other hand. This working principle has the 
drawbacks of a high level of wear, and of being specific energy intensiw 
ve. These limitations cannot be eliminated, even by successful construe« 
tiva formulae. It is unfortunately impossible to replace the chain con
veyor with a conveying device with rolling friction and therefore less 
abrasion. This is due to the fact that the connections between the mecha
nical components of the Longwall system, to which I shall return at the 
ooncluslon of my presentation, is currently very rigid. As a further 
example, I would refer to mechanised road driving with selective cut 
heading machinery. In terms of the original concept, it would only be 
necessary to extract the bad rock, by the omrrent method, out and llght- 
slaed, at the very extremes of the roadway, in order to produoe an outer 
contour conforming exactly to the shape of the roadway support (fig. 2).
In the middle area of the roadway, the heading face could be extracted 
in a coarse state. This would involve considerably ^less wear on the mi
ning equipment and a lower level of specific energy input. Moreover, such 
e method would have the advantage of allowing the roadway support to be 
brought into the "slotted contour" early enough to reduce support lag. 
This is extraordinarily important for the further stability of the gang
way. Any number of this type of example could be demonstrated. This is 
unfortunately not possible hery, due to lack of time. However, I hope 
that these two examples have demonstrated the fundamental Importance of 
the relation between the physical-technical working principle chosen for 
the original concept, and the reliability and durability of the machinery 
built on this principle. The measures descibad here are basic to, and 
particularly effective for, Increasing the reliability and dmrabillty of 
machinery and mechanical systems. These measures can however only be suc
cessful if a transition is made from one technology to another, easentlal- 
ly different, technology, i.e. at the so-called "turning polnta of devaw 
lopment". Many of the machines and instruments currently being used in 
the area of Longwall face, are either close to, or have already reached, 
the limit of thair developmental potential. It will thus ba necessary to 
transfer to basically new technologies in many areas in the next ten to 
fifteen years. This will allow for the aforementioned and farreachlng in
fluence on reliability and durability.

The second interrelation to be demonstrated, is that between the cons
tantly changing perceptible needs af a particular technology daring its 
period of operation, and the corresponding levels of reliability and dura
bility. Every new concept, idea or invention haa only a limited construc
tive potential for development. At the time of original conception, it is 
impossible to assess the course which the later development of this po
tential will take. This is due to alterations in the perceptible needs.
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For reasons already mentioned, additions to the perceptible needs of 
a technology can become evident during its period of implementation. The
se additions can result in additional taxing and wear on components 
which are especially heavily stressed. Through specific constructive mea
sures and additional technical effort, achievement of the original, or 
possibly even a higher, level of reliability and durability must then be 
ensured, despite adjustments to these new demands. Sooner or later the 
limit to the potential for development is reached. This occurs as a re
sult of the constantly increasing string of changes in the perceptible 
needs, and the consequent adjustments achieved by constructive measures. 
The disadvantages arising from these adjustments eventually outweigh the 
advantages, especially when the changing perceptible needs of other con
nected areas are also catered to. At this point, the potential for cons
tructive development of the original concept is exhausted. The approa
ching of this point must be recognised, allowing a substitute technology 
to be found before the point is reached. This ensures that when the tran
sition to the new technology is necessary, it can take place in a clear 
and workable period of time. In respect of the technologies currently 
applied in coal mining, it seems to be especially difficult to recognise 
the approach of this point of exhaustion of a concept and to take the 
consequent steps.

Using the mechanical system elements "chain" and "drive head" as exam
ples, I would now demonstrate in exact detail how a new concept can lead 
to a far-reaching increase in reliability and durability. The two approa
ches presented in this context are at the present time only concepts.
A trial of these concepts has not yet taken place. Therefore, no proof 
is available in terms of reliability and durability.

2. THE ELEMENT "CHAIN"

Round-link chains were originally developed, in ancient times, for 
transmitting static forces. They are therefore in terms of their basic 
concept not suitable for power transmission. They were used to shackle 
unpopular members of society, or to chain them to dungeon walls. In terms 
of the chains function, this was exclusively transmission of static for
ce. A prerequisite for power transmission, is that the pitches of chains 
and chain sprockets remain exactly congruous over long periods of time. 
This must be achieved irrespective of the type of stress on the chains, 
as long as the planned maximum load is not reached. Although round-link 
chains were all too often used for the aforementioned purposes in the 
Middle Ages, noboby thought to use them for power transmission. The im
pressive writings of Agricola and other authors, show how cable and cable 
pulliea were used for this purpose; power transmission resulting from
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friction grip. In 1829 the Frenchman Andre Gall invented the flat-link 
chain, involving a closing shape transmission of power on a moving belt 
line. The flat-link chain connot, however, be used in Longwsll conveyor 
and plough systems. This is due to the necessity for a particular extent 
of three-dimensional flexibility. A multitude of operational experiments 
have proved that application of the flat-link chain in these areas is 
impossible. Round-link chains must thus be used for power transmission, 
although unsuitable for this purpose in terms of their original concept. 
This drawback heavily impairs reliability and durability. Its damaging 
effects could, however, be moderated by creating a highly-developed pro
duction technique, and obtaining snd fully utilizing the correspondingly 
high-grade raw materials. However, the durability of chains and sprockets 
in plough systems and armoured face conveyors is in many cases unsatisfac
tory. This shows that round-link chains, despite technological improve
ments, can at best be termed "suitable only to a certain extent for power 
transmission" (fig. 3 below).

The development of the chain for the armoured face conveyor began with 
18 mm/O steel bar chain links and 22 mm links were used for the "UJbbe" 
plough, with a corresponding weight of 9.5 kg/m. In order to cater to 
requirements relating to reliability and durability, on the one hand, 
and on the other hand, to make adjustments to the continual changes in per
ceptible needs, in terms of efficiency, the size of the chain links had 
to be increased to 38 mm. This resulted in the weight being increased to 
30 kg/m. This represents 3.15 fold rise in dead weight movement, result 
ting in increased wear and specific power requirement, for the coal 
plough. This example shows that the principle drawback of round-link 
chains, i.e. their being unsuitable for power transmission, can only be 
compensated for by additional technical effort and acceptance of consi
derable handicaps, e.g. limited durability, increase in dead-weight move
ment, and increase in the specific power requirement. Moreover, the in
creased specific power requirement results in a considerable rise in the 
heat resulting from energy losses. This is especially disadvantageous in 
deep mines, where air cooling systems are installed.

In the attempt to find a new basic concept for the round-link chain, 
»hereby power transmission is catered to, and therefore a higher expecta
tion of reliability and durability is provided, the cause must be found 
for the slow but ever-increasing difference between the pitches of chains 
and chein sprockets during operation. One essential cause is the occuren
ce of permanent expansion of the round-link chain after a lengthly period 
of implementation. This expansion occurs chiefly (fig. 3 above) in radial 
deformations of the curved parts of the links (marked in red) i.e. where 
power is transferred from the sprockets to the chains. The expansion of 
sin-le sections of the chain is not uniform over the total chain strand, 
especially in the stripping coal winning method. This is due to the fact
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that not only the basa load and repetitive atreae, but, more Importantly, 
aleo blockings, especially «hen they',occur near the drive end, can all 
lead to considerable changes in the shape of the respective links. The 
contact surface of the chains in the pecketa of the sprockets is greatly 
reduced by radial deformation. This results in overloading and premature 
wear of chains and sprockets.

More Importantly, however, expansion of the pitches of the chain can 
lead to the links no longer fitting into the pockets of the sprockets.
This frequently occurs after a relatively short period of operation.Chains 
and sprockets must then be replaced, and this is a labour intensive proce
dure. It would not suffice to replace only the chains or only the sprockets, 
because deformed or worn chains do not fit into new sprockets and vice ver
sa. Roughly three quarters of the total chain stretch takes place in the 
radial deformations in the curved ends of the links (marked in red) end 
about a quarter in the elongation of the parallel arms (marked in blue).

In order to develop a new chain concept, specialising in the require
ments of power transisslon (fig. 4, marked in yellow), the curved ends 
must be reinforced in such a way, that the bending stress resulting from 
expasion equals or is less than the expaeion in the parallel arms of the 
links. Such a chain cannot of course be manufactured from cable, and 
employing the production methods used to date. Power transmission nead no 
longer take place through the pockets sf the sprockets, which are compli
cated to produce and wear easily. Rather, it could take place through the 
gripping teeth outside on the flanks of the broadened courved ends, with 
a minimum of wear. Moreover, the size of the radii can be Increased where 
the transmission of static force takee place, in order to reduce wear 
during power transmission through the sprockets. This can be seen in the 
side-view of the link shown (marked in green).

If, by this means, tha expansion of the chain is greatly reduced and 
the intake and power transmisaion procedures at the sprockets are more 
favourable, a higher level of reliability and a considerably higher level 
of durability of chains and sprockets can be espected. This would in turn 
justify the increased cost of production of the chains. Even if the in* i> 
crease in durability only corresponded to the Increase in production 
coats, savings would still be mede, because of the considerable decrease 
in the replacement and transport costs of chains and sprockets.

If the links were no longer made of cable, abrasion-proof materials 
could be used, which are currently impracticable for reasons of weldabili- 
ty requirementa (fig. 5). Manganese steel could then be used for the ho
rizontal links, to which the power in the sprockets is transmitted.
Years ago, manganese steel caats already proved extraordinarily good as 
ends in the pans of tha face conveyor. This is due to tha fact that lasbj 
ting deformations resulting from extreme mechanical overloading, lncraaae 
tha hardness and the wear resistance of the manganese steel surfaces.
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This occurs without reducing the toughness necessary under dynamic stress. 
Experience over many years and in many working areas, Justifies the con
clusion that the use of manganese stell in the manufacturing of horizon
tal chain links, provides a number of considerable advantages.

At the present stage of developmetal work, no definite statements can 
be made about operational suitability and proof of worth. Research using 
developmetal working methods can only predict a forseeable realisation of 
the aforementioned advantages. For this reason, a test rig has been deve
loped and recently put (fig. 6) into practice at the Institute for Mining 
of the Technical University of Rheinland-Westfalen, wherby comparable ex
periments on insert behaviour are possible. These allow conclusions to be 
drawn about power transmission on various types of chains. The type of 
work being done at this stage could be called "kinematic inversion" of the 
insert and run-out behaviour of round-link chains and sprockets. This con
sists of two swivelling arms into whi^h load cylinders are fitted. A short 
chain strand is chucked between the cylinders. All motion, as well as the 
static forces which are distributed from the cylinder to the chain strand, 
can be controlled by a programmed computer. This is done in such a way as 
to make possible an extensive adjustment of the Insert procedure and the 
external stress levels, to the conditions occuring underground. This is 
done in relation to the level of static force and the overlaid oscillatlcn. 
The same link runs costantly into the one pocket, so that wear which 
would normally occur only after months of underground operation, occurs 
after a relatively short period of experimentation. In the course of a 
dissertation currently being prepared at my Institute, different cons
tructions of round-link chains and sprockets, as well as the new type of 
chain described hare, are being investigated and compared in terms of 
their reliability and durability.

3. THE ELEMENT "DRIVE"

In most ceses outside the field of coal mining, electric or hydraulic 
variable speed drives ere used for full-load start operations, when the 
prime mover and the operational machinery have to be started, or accele
rated to high speeds. This is because couplings or gearboxes cannot be 
used, due to the characteristics of the drive heed or the dimension of 
power transmission. However, the relation between torque and number of 
revolutions cen eeeily be adjusted to full-load starting. In many mining 
branches, especilly coal mining, only asynchronous three-phase squirrel- 
cage induction motors can be used. This in necessary because of flame 
proof protection ana the high level of power to be transmitted. However, 
these motors^have a steep brench between stalling torque and no-load 
speed end are not characteristically qualified with full-load start ope
rational machinery.
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The starting and operating of plough systems and chain conveyors, 
especially of the types used in the Longwall system, are more problematic 
than starting "normal" full-load start operating machinery. This is due 
to the fact that high initial break-sway torque is necessary when starting 
the conveyor, if clayey materiel is being conveyed or after a long shut
down period, e.g. the weekend. Also in plough systems, blockages up to 
shut-down can occur as a result of which the drive head’s moment of 
inertia is fed into the chains. This happens because expansion has redu
ced the chains’ working capacity. Blockages, especially when they occur 
near the drive head, lead to overloading, stress peaks, broken chains 
and a considerable diminishing of the durability of chains and gear boxes.

At the beginning of development, the drive power for plough systems 
and chain conveyors in the Longwall system was 40 kw and later 60 kW and 
80 kW per drive head. At that time it was normal that flaws in the wor- . 
king of ploughs and Longwall conveyors, which were due to the characte
ristics of asynchronous three-phase squirrel cage induction motors, be 
moderated by the use of hydraulic couplings. This mainly resulted in 
increased reliability and durability of chains. During further develop
ment, the economic necessity of concentrated workings in as small an area 
as possible led to a continual rise in drive power and to a transfer to 
increasingly stronger chains. A total drive power of 400 kW or 500 kW is 
no longer the exception in coal ploughs and Longwall conveyors. 30, 34 
and 38 mm chains sre also in use. A considerable increase In durability 
and reliability would be expected from the change to stronger chains.
This was however largely counteracted by the concurrent increase in drive 
power requirements. For this reason, it is of urgent necessity that drive 
power systems be developed, which have s chain-protective starting func
tion, and which provide better’ overload protection. These developments . 
are necessary in order to attain a higher level of reliability and dura
bility for the same power input. Hydraulic drive heads were tested twenty 
years ago for use in coal plough systems and Longwall conveyors. They 
have been used in several areas for lengthy periods of time. In terms of 
the ever-increasing power requirements, however, they have not been com
pletely accepted. This is because of their unfavourable degree of effi
ciency and the subsequent production of additional heat during extended 
periods of operation.

In most cases, the pole-changing motor provided a relative reduction 
of 3 s 1 in rotational speed end speed of the chsin assembly. On its in
troduction it quickly received widespread use, lip to a point where it is 
nowadays exclusively used in this type of drive head in the Federal Re
public of Germany. These motors made possible a reduction in the speed 
of the chain assembly during starting. This however did not result in 
higher torgue, because power also decreased in accordance with the gea
ring down to a lower number of rotations. Hydromechenical clutches are
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also Incompatible for use in pole-changing motors. The stress on the 
chain was thus considerably increased during the starting phase, load 
fluctuations and blockages. Mechanical safety couplings, such as the 
sheer pin coupling and the star bolt coupling, found widespread use as 
overload protection. On the one hand, these couplings limit the stress 
peak. They lead, however, to additional problems and costs on the other 
hand.

On application of a procedural method which I developed in order to 
find new concepts for the aformentioned problems, a new and unconventio
nal drive head system has been found. This system is better geared to the 
requirements of starting, extensive operation, and overloading of plough 
systems and Longwall conveyors. Moreover, the system provides better pro
tection for drive head elements and chains. The new drive head system is 
comprised of known technological components, i.e. a planetary transmis
sion with two sun wheels, two sets of planetary gears and two revolvable 
internal gears, of a normal epicyclic gear, of a hydraulic switching unit, 
and of a small, very simple microprocessor, with the corresponding sensor. 
This combination, because of the physical-technical working principle 
already embodied in the original concept, makes realisation of the demand 
for a high level of reliability and durability possible.

The drive head system (fig. 7) essentially consists of a normal asyn
chronous three-phase squirrel-cage induction motor and a two-stage plane
tary transmission. In the first epicyclic wheel stage, two sun wheels and 
two sets of planetary gears are fitted. It is possible in such a system 
to insert a hydrodynamic coupling between the motor and the gearbox, as a 
means of increasing reliability and durability. The two sun wheels and 
sets of planetary gears at the first gear level have differing transmis
sions ratios. This allows any number of speed ratios, no only 3 « 1, 
without having to use a pole-changing motor. The required transmission 
ratio can be set by blocking one of the revolving internal gears with 
the brakes, which grip from the outside. Sensors in the stump shaft of 
the motor, or rather, in the revolving internal gears, sllow the rele
vant number of revolutions and, more importantly, changes in the number 
of rotations depending on time, to be attained extraordinarily quickly.
If four sensors are fitted on the stump shaft of the motor, all set at 
90°, the number of revolutions on each motor is measured every 10 msec.
In the accumulator, the instantaneous number of rotations is compared to 
the characteristic of the drive head motor. When particular levels are 
reached, the number of revolutions is switched to the corresponding level 
of speed.

Such a system makes possible low speed and high torque starting, fol
lowed by automatic switching to a higher speed. When loading is increased 
slowly, the system switches down to a transmission level with a lower 
speed, at exactly defined load levels. When the load rises quickly, as
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happens when blockages occur, the Internal gear i&ich immediately locks 
Is released, without the other being stopped. This function provides 
overloading protection, so that the system does not require shear bolta 
or star bolt couplings. The brakes (fig. 8) for clamping the revolving 
Internal gears are moved by a hydraulio system, consisting of brake cy
linders, electrohydraulic pilot valve, and a hydraulic accumulator. The 
hydraulic system can for example be connected to the hydraulic Longwall 
circuit for Longwall face support. The hydroaccumulator guarantees furt
her gear changes, even when the hydraulic pressure in the Longwall line 
collapses.

In order to guarantee perfect lubrication (fig. 9) of the whole trans
mission, and constructivs sealing of the trransmission case, the inter
nal gears of the respective transmission ratio must be reinforced. This 
does not occur at the gears themselves, but rather at the disc brakes, 
which are situated outside the gearbox and connected to the Internal 
gears by an additional gearwheel transmission.

The new type of drive heed system described here can also be used to 
advantage when plough and conveyor chains are being joined. The risk of 
accidents decreases cmnsiderably, and reliability is simultaneously inos 
reased, without additional constructive effort. The drive head system 
(fig. 7) can be run at very slow speed when the chains are being joined.
This can be done by maintaining rotation of the internal gear, which is
associated with the lower transmission ratio, i.e. the higher chain speed, 
This is achieved by releasing the corresponding brake. The brake associa
ted with the Internal gear for the higher transmission ratio must also 
be applied lightly, enabling the internal gear to slip at a controlled 
rate of rotation. By this moans, and centrollod by the bearing pressure* 
of the brakes, the system can be run at every required chain speed betw 
ween sera and the speed corresponding to tho highest transmission ratio. 
By sensitive changing of the bearing pressure of the brakes it is possib
le to exactly adjust the speed to the typo of operational sequence, 
while the chains are being joined. The power which is transformed into 
heat between the internal gear and the lightly-applied brake, is negli#; 
gible,, because the amount of powar required for the joining of the chains 
is equaly small.

Becauso the pole-changing motor and the safety dutch naad no longer 
be used, DM 70.000 per drive head are saved for every 160 kW of power
input. This mesns, for example, a saving of DM 280.000 for a plough face
with four heads (twa for the conveyor and two for the coal plough). 
Through tha essentially new basic conoept of tho drive head system, ari
ses not only a considerable increase in reliability and durability, but 
moreover, a notable saving in oasts. In tho course of a dissertation 
being carried emt at mgr Institute, the drive head system presented here
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is to be developed to the stage of readiness for operational implemen
tation.

4. CONNECTING OP THE COMPONENTS IN THE MECHANISED LONGWALL PACE 
SYSTEM AND ALTERATION TO THE INTERFACE BETWEEN THE COMPONENTS

In the course of considering developmental methods, the attempt should 
be undertaken to see the interaction of the winning machine, the Longwall 
conveyor and the Longwall face support system (fig. 10), i.e. the three 
components of the system, no longer in terms of the points of interaction 
which have until now, as a result of their historical development, been 
taken into account, but rather, in more flexible terms. Not only the ob
vious working methods of the three components, but also their functions, 
should be taken into eccount here. It would then be possible to disen
tangle the rigidly assembled mechanised Longwall system. A multitude of 
possibilities for solutions leading to new technologies would thus arise. 
These would be considerably more advantageous than the currently used 
models have prowed to be, in terms of reliability and durability. The 
winning machine component has the prime function of "cutting and loading", 
the Longwall conveyor has the prime function of "conveying the loaded 
material" and the Longwall face support system component hes the prime 
function of "keeping the face open and safe". The distinction between 
these prime functions has however become a little blurred in the Longwall 
technology currently in use. This is because loading, both with the 
plough and the shearer loader, can only take place with the support of 
the side wall of the'conveyor, or a ramp attached to the conveyor. This 
means that the dimensions of the conveyor? have to be kept as low as 
possible. The result of this, in terms of the distribution of functions, 
is that a changeover to a conveyor based on the principle of rolling frio» 
tion is impossible.

The reason for the three components winning machine, Longwall conve
yer, and Longwall face support system having taken on such a rigid 
from during the course ef their development is not however, to be found 
in their chie" functions. The type and »ate of the connections in the 
system, as well as the points of Interaction, which are secondary func
tions of the system, determine a great deal more in this context. This 
applies in particular to the Longwall conveyor. If the essential aspects 
of the Longwall conveyor's secondary functions were transferred to the 
other two system components, and if tha prime funotien of loading were 
exclusively applied to the winning machine and not, as is nowadays usual, 
also partly applied to the Longwall conveyor, the Longwall system would 
no longer be so rigidly bound (fig. 111. By this means, a changeover 
could be mede to a winning machine working double-sided to the buttock,
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and with a greater depth of extraction, e.g. 1.5 to 1.8 metres. The win
ning machine would have its own loading system and would transfer the 
concentrated production flow to the Longwall conveyor at a definite 
height. A Longwall conveyor constructed completely differently, on a 
principle based on rolling friction, could then be used as a system com
ponent. Because of the resultant lower level of wear, a high level of 
reliability and durability would automatically be reached in this compo
nent. In such a system the Longwall face support system would be equip
ped with slide bars, in the ends of which extendible props would be fit
ted. This would allow the roof strata at the coal bench to be supported 
with a high level of force (ca. 350 kH), after the upper wall has been 
exposed. These alterations to components of the Longwall face support 
system, would also have an advantageous effect on reliability and dura
bility.

By means of the two examples "chain" and "drive head", I have attemp
ted to demonstrate how extraordinarily important it is that the basic 
requirements for reliability and durability be accorded precedence in 
the development of original concepts for new technologies. These measu
res áre much more effective in terms of the subsequent design of machine«, 
ry and instruments. I hope to have succeeded in creating an awareness of 
the changes in technology which will be necessary in this context in the 
next ten years. If so, I consider the aims of this lecture to have been 
achieved.

Recenzentt Prof. v— , dr hab. in*. Jerzy ANTONIAK

Wplyngio do Redakojit luty 1986 r.
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Fig. 1. Interrelation of original concept, changes in perceptible needs 
during period of operation, and constructive design, on the one hand, and 

durability on the other hand
Rye. 1. Wzajemne powiązania wstępnej koncepcji, zmian wymagań eksploata
cyjnych oraz projektowania i z  drugiej strony niezawodności i trwałości
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Pig. 2. Drifting with slotted contour 
Rya. 2. Przeauwanie z zawrębionys kontures

Pig. 3. Round-link chain for plough aysten and Longwall face conveyor
Rya. 3. Łańcuch ogniwaey dla strugów ścianowych i przenośników zgra«kło

wych
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Fig. 4. Concept for a new chain designed for power transmission 
Rya. 4. Koncepcja nowego łańcucha die transmisji energii

b . View of the new chein for power transmission
Rye, b .  Widok nowego łańcucha
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Pig. 6 

Rye.

Pig.

Rye.

i. New type of chain teat rig for cooperative investigetiona of du
rability

6. Stanowisko do badań łańcuchów a w szczególności ich trwałości
względnej

r. New type of drive head system with two speed levels and integra
ted protection against overloading

! . Nowy napęd z dwoma prękościami 1 zainstalowanym zabezpieczeniem 
przed przeciążeniem
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i. Circuit diagram for hydraulics in the new gear box 
). Schemat układu hydraulicznego dla nowej przekładni

Fig. 9. Concept for the fitting of the breaks in the nsw gear box 
Rys. 9. Usytuowanie hamulców na skrzyni biegów
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mam fun c tion s

w inn ing

Longwall 
face conveyor

conve y in g  of 

loaded 
m a te r ia l

| face support [■

secondary function 
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for winning machine 
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Pig. 10. Primary and secondary functions of the three components of the
Longwall face system

Rys. 10. Pierwotne i wtórne funkcje trzech komponentów systemu ścianowego

Pig. 11. Concept for a new machinery technology in Longwall face mining 
Rys. 11. Koncepcja nowego systemu maszynowego dla urabiania śeienowego
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WPŁYW PIERWOTNEJ KONCEPCJI TECHNICZNEJ ORAZ BIEŻĄCYCH ZMIAN 
WYMAGAi NA NIEZAWODNOŚĆ I TRWAŁOŚĆ MASZYN I SYSTEMÓW 
W PODZIEMNYCH KOPALNIACH WĘGLA

S t r e s z c z e n i e
Niezawodność i trwałość układów maszynowych i systemów zaletą w wielu 

przypadkach zarówno od pierwotnej koncepcji Jak i bieżących zmian wyma
gań eksploatacyjnych. Pojecie niezawodności i trwałości zbyt często łączy 
się tylko z przedsięwzięciami konstrukcyjnymi podjętymi ns etapie projek- 
towanie pojedynczych elementów maszyn i przyrządów. To raczej podstawowa 
koncepcja powinna być rozpatrywana na początku procesu rozwoju konstrukcji 
a fizyczne i techniczne zasady mają gwarantować niskie zużycie i korzyst
ny rozkład naprężeń. W przeciwnym razie występujące defekty nie mogą być 
eliminowane metodami konstrukcyjnymi w następnych etapach rozwoju. Jeżeli 
wymagania stawiane maszynom, przyrządom i systemom maszynowym zmieniają 
się w rezultacie zaistnienia nowych wzajemnych powiązań z innymi systema
mi,to poziom niezawodności i trwałości zwykle maleje. Jest to wynikiem 
złego doboru fizycznych i technicznych zasad w koncepcji bazowej. Ciągłe 
dopasowywanie poprzez zmiany konstrukcyjne maszyn do zmieniających się 
wymogów wyczerpuje potencjalne możliwości rozwoju w koncepcji pierwot
nej. W takim przypadku przejście do nowej technologii Jest niezbędne.
W odniesieniu do technologii obecnie stosowanej w górnictwie węglowym ten 
punkt transformacji został osiągnięty. Nowe technologie, będące w rozwoju 
powinny się charakteryzować lepszymi zasadami pracy. Wynikiem powinna być 
lepsza niezawodność i trwałość. Przykłady przedstawione dla ilustracji 
wsr. podejścia do problemu to "łańcuch" i "napęd" jako elementy przenośni« 
ke zgrzebłowego w systemie ścianowym.

MHHHHE IIEPBHHHOa TEXHHHECKOj} KOHipiHJOI H TEHYUDDC 
H3MEHEHH0 TPEEOBAHłtó HA HAflfi&HOCTb flEłiCTBHH H CPOK 
CJIYSCEH MAIDHH H CHCTEM nO£3EMHUX KAMEHHOYrCJIbHHX [HAXI

P e 3 s w e
Ha^eatHOCTb .ąeaciBzz u cpoK cjiyzón chctsuu uamzH h cucTeu Booóme bo uhothx 

cjiyiajix saBacar ksk ot nepBOHazanbHołi KOHueimmi, ran z ot TeKynHX z3xeHe- 
hh0 9KcnjiyaTaqHoauux TpeGoBaHzfi. IIohztzz Ha,nSnHocTz fleftcTBzz z opona cjiyx6n 
oaeHŁ zacio cB«3HBanT lojibzo c KOHcTpyKTopcKzuz pafloiauz, npeAnpzHHTuua Ha 
siane npoeKTzpoBaHzz oij;ejibHHx ojieweHTob uaizH z npzfiopoB. OcHOBzaa KOHnen- 
nzn flOJiama paocuaTpzBaTbca b Haaajie npoąecca paSBHTzz kohctpyzuzz, a $z3z- 
ąecKze z TexHzzecKze npzHnznu ^ozjchh rapaHTzpoBaib hh3khR z3hoc z ĆJiaronpz- 
ziHoe pacnpexeJieHze AaBJieazft. B npoizBHou cjiyzae noaBjiHioąHecH xe$ekth zeB03-
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mosho 6y.ueT yeipaHHTb kohctpykthbhhm h MeToflaHH Ha nocJie,ąyioinHX 3 ia n a x  pa3BH- 
th h . Ecjih xe  tpeOoBaHHH| npentHBJiHeMue uamaHaM, n pn Sopa« h CHCTeuau uamHH, 
H3MeHHMT0H B pe3yjIBTaTe nOHBJieHHH HOBHX B3aHM0CBa3efl O HpyrHMH OHCTeMaMH, 
t o  ypoBeHB HaHexHOOTH h opoK cjiyx6n  o6hhho yneHbmaBToa. flB jia e ica 3 1 0  pe3y jib - 
TaToM HenpaBHHbHoro noHÓopa $H3HqeoKHX h TexHHtiecKHX npHHĘHnoB b 6a30Boił 
KOHuenipiH. IIoctoflHHaa nonroHKa k H3MeHflioiąHMCH Tpe6oBaHHHM npa nouoąH koh- 
CTpyxTopcKHX H3ueHeHHil uamHH HcnepnuBaeT noTeHipiaHbHbie bo3u oxh octh  pasBHTua 
nepBHHHoa KOHiienipjH. B TaicoM c jiy aae  nepexon k hoboA TexHOJiorHH HBHaeioa He- 
o6xohhmhm. OTHOCHTejibHO TexHOJioraAf npHMeHaeMbix b HacToamee B peu s b ropHou 
H eJie, s t o i  nyHKT TpaHC$opMaipin nocTH rH yi. B HacToamee Bpeua nonami pasBH - 
B aT b ca  HOBue TexHOJioran, onpenejiHionHe jiy<anne npuHujinH p a 6 o iH . Pe3yjibTaTou 
HOjijkhh 6 łitb  noBHmeHHhie HaflestHocib neAcTBHH h cpoic c jiy x6u .

B KaneoiBe npHMepoB BmneHa3BaHHoro nonxona k npoÓJieMe hbjihsjtoh npencTa- 
BJiaeMbie "uenb" h "npHBon" KaK sJieMeHia "cKpe6KOBoro KOHBeAepa" b CHCTeue 
jiaBu*


